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general, and 2,700 persons, poets, historians, andbrehons
(that is, lawyers), assembled and their names and quali-
ties were recorded by MacEgan, hereditary brehon to
Lady Margaret's husband, 0JConor of Offaly. The
great Earl of Kildare had as many books in Irish as
in English in his library at Maynooth ; and his son
Silken Thomas was goaded into revolt by the incita-
tions of the hereditary bard of the Geraldines, who
accompanied him.
With the break-up of the Gaelic chieftaincies, came
the ruin of all distinctively Gaelic culture. Yet
even after the reign of Elizabeth, the O'Clerys, heredi-
tary historians, were compiling the Annals of the Four
Masters at the Abbey of Donegal, under the patronage
of Fergal Q'Gara, lord of Coolavin in Sligo: and Duald
MacFirbis, last of another hereditary line, compiled
his book of genealogies in 'Cromwell's time. The
whole long transmitted organisation of professional
learning in Gaelic Ireland perished: but gain came
with the loss. Poets and historians alike had made a
mystery of their' art: they had surrounded it with
difficulties to hedge it off from the layman. Verse
might only be written in certain admitted metres, of
' very great complexity : there was a strict convention-
alism of language : and in prose all relation to current
speech was lost. When the professional guardians of
the mystery were removed, a popular poetry and a
popular prose began, Geoffry Keating, a priest of old
Anglo-Norman family, wrote in the reign of Charles I
his History of Ireland. He lived despised and hiding,
making his way from house to house wherever old
Irish manuscript chronicles were preserved: and his
work was the first piece of normal modern Irish prose :
he wrote in common language, and what he wrote was
infinitely multiplied by copyists. At the same period
there was an outburst of popular poetry, comparable
to that of the Jacobite times in Scotland. Irish poets
now abandoned the rigid syllabic reckoning of metre
and wrote by ear. They still used assonance not

